Breakpoints of variant 9;22 translocations in chronic myeloid leukemia locate preferentially in the CG-richest regions of the genome.
From 5% to 10% of 9;22 translocations in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) are reported to occur in variant form, that is, with the involvement of other regions of the genome in 3-way or more rearrangements. The literature indicates that the alternative breakpoints are not distributed randomly in the genome but show hotspots. We present data on 289 unpublished cases of CML with variant 9;22 translocations having a total of 342 variant breakpoints, the largest independent series to date. We found that the distribution of breaks was in loose agreement with the literature but that some new hotspots were identified; furthermore, some published hotspots were not fully supported by our data. Moreover, when our 342 variant breakpoints were plotted against profiles of CG heterogeneity in the genome, a significant positive correlation between breakpoint locations and CG composition was observed. In an ancillary study, we compared the frequency of variant t(9;22) with that of variants of t(15;17) associated with acute promyelocytic leukemia (AML M3). We found that the frequency of the former, 9.3%, was significantly higher than that of the latter, 2.6%.